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ABOUT NONASSOCIATXVITY IN PHYSICS AND

CATHY-GRAVES OCTONIONS

Mathematical preliminaries

L.Sorgaepp and J.Lohmu»

1. INTRODOCTION

. Historical remark».

There have been several attempts to introduce new al-

gebraic structures into physics other than Lie algebras.

In the early days of quantum mechanics Jordan /1-3/

and Jordan, von Neman and Signer /4/ introduced commu-

tative nonassociative algebras (today we call then commit-

tativt Joieum algibiaA, further abbreviated as CJA; we

have a good mathematical theory for them, see e.g. books

/5-7/ by Schafer, Braun and Koecher, and Jacobson). In

this approach the traditional formulation of quantum mecha-

nics in terms of associative but nonccnmutative operators

(leading to the Lie algebra type nonassoeiativity for

commutator algebra) was replaced by an alternative one

with commutative but nonassociative operators. (In quantum

mechanics, using the ordinary product for hermitian ope-

rators, the product of two noncommutative operators is no

longer hermitian. Since a physical meaning can only be

given to hermitian operators, & new product АлВ
ж
^(АВ+ВА)

which preserves the hermiticity of operators, was intro-
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duced. Obviously this multiplication is commutative but

nonassociative).

In recent papers /8,9/ Jordan suggested a possibility

of relating nonassociativity with the elementary length.

Hurt /10/ demonstrated that quantizable dynamical

systems may be classified in terms of pure states on

simple real Jordan algebras. The Lie-Jordan rings of clas-

sical and quantum mechanics are discussed in the book /11/

by Zaitsev.

Santilli /12,13/ pointed out that in generalizations

of physical theories Lie algebras should not be completely

abandoned, but their structure must be generalized in some

sense therewith preserving the content of the Lie algebra.

For this purpose he proposed Lie.-admi&/>ible. а.1де.Ька& (Al-

bert, /14/). (An algebra A with a product Xjf } *№A is

called Lie-admissible if the commutator algebra 4~ with

the product [Х,ч] * Жу-уАГ is a Lie algebra). Associative

and Lie algebras are Lie-admissible. So are CJA, but their

Lie admissibility is trivial, the algebra/)" being always

zero algebra. If we formulate the quantum mechanics in

terms of CJA, it may be generalized in terms of JoKdan-

admiaiblt aLgtbiab /14/. (As for application and elabo-

ration of these ideas, see /15-18/).

Now, quite recently a nonassociative algebraic const-

ruction was introduced by Кtorides /19,20/, bearing a re-

lation to a Lie algebra paralleling the relation between

an associative enveloping algebra and Lie algebra. Some

interesting possibilities of physical relevance are also

considered.

The ideas about the possible role of nonassociativity

stimulated Kffiv and LoTunus to study the gtntfializtd difaK-

ma.ti.onb of associative and Lie algebras, i.e. continuous

transitions of these algebraic structures into more ge-

neral nonassociative ones. In /21/ there are represented

the ideology and some preliminary results (the finite
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first-order flexible transformations of all 2-djjnensional

| power-associative algebras and the alternative and fle-

xible first-order defecations of the Pauli algebra). The

f concept of deformation in /21/ follows closely the same

concept of Gerstenhaber /22/ and Nijenhuis and Richardson

/23/.

This is one possible line of thought. The other line

originates from particle classification schemes. After the

proposed l*oipin-4ttiangtm*4 scheme by Gell-Mann /24/ and

Nakano and Nishijima /25/ many attempts have been made to

generalize it by introducing higher symmetries. Yet, actual

particle spectrum remained hidden and there was plenty of

room for different speculative symmetry schemes and groups.

Even for some period after the proposal of the Eightfold

Way scheme by Gell-Mann /26,27/ and Ne'eman /28/ there were

j rivals for SU(3)&% C(2 ,SO(7),SO(8)
I
 and others. Perhaps

I the most close-up reviews of that period are given in papers

I by Behrends, Dreitlein, Fronsdal and Lee /29/, and by Spei-

I ser and Tarski /30/.

к Then and afterwards also possible octonion forroula-

;, tions of internal symmetries were discussed by Souriau and

i Kastler /31, 32/, Pais /33,34/, Tiomno /35/, Gamba /36,37/

, (M|-algebra), Penney /38/, and Vollendorf /39/. In connec-

) tion with the particle equations see also Bourret /40/,

Penney /41/, and Buoncristiani /140/*

By now approximate SCf(3) symmetry of particle multi-

plets is well established. The inclusions SC/(5)/Z}C S0(?)

and SU(3)c6eCSO(7)cSO(S) intuitively lead to the
conclusion that octonions are intimately connected with

the Slf(3)-aynmBtxy. The physical interest in octonions even

strenghtens if we concern ourselves in the papers dealing

: with the SO(t) symmetryt d'Espagnat /42/, Ne'eman /43,44/,

•; Ne'eman and Ozwath /45/, Gursey /46/, Horn and Ne'eman /47/,

Gourdin /48/, Cocho /49-51/, and Gueret, Vigier and Tait

/52/. All these papers have their origin in weak inter-
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actions, some of them being connected with particular mo-
dels later abandoned. Shekhter's baroinvariance idea /53/
also calls for some SO(i) framework. The mathematical
theory of the S0(f) symmetry was developed and some in- •
portant consequences for strong interactions were pointed '
out by Peaslee /54,55/. de Vos /56/, Esteve /57/, Ester* ?.
and Tiemblo /58/, Todorov /59/, Fairbairn /60/, Kacfarlane
/61/, and Liotta and Triolo /62/.

A successful attempt to formulate quark models in
rms of the split octonion algebra was recently accomp-

lished by GQrsey and Gunaydin (next Sec. 1.2 with refe- '•
rences therein will be devoted to their ideas). :

In conclusion yet some separately standing papers
about nonassociativity and its physical significance should ?
be mentioned. , \

In /63/ diglane modified the concept of grot i repre- j
sentation and obtained octonion units as a specia_ nonasso- • j
ciative representation of the space reflection group. [ ' |

Yaes /64/ pointed at nonassociatirity of the operators !
• - i(propagators) in the crossing symmetric Bethe-Salpeter f ;

equations.
Whiston /65/ postulated that the space-time auto-

morphisms generally need not form a group but a loop and
he investigated some nonassociative loopextensions of the
Galilei group.

The potential significance of nonassociative algebras
for the generalization of classical Hamiltonian dynamics
was pointed out by Nambu /66/. Taking the Liouville theo-
rem (about the conservation of the phase space volume) as
a guiding principle, Maabu generalized the Hamiltonian
dynamics to a three-dimensional phase space. The genera-
lised Poisson brackets may be interpreted as associators,
so, nonassociative algebras become involved (in this con-
nection the paper contain* some remarks about Cayley-
Dickson and Jordan algebras). Recent papers by Cohen,
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Garcia Sucre, Ruggeri and Kflnay on the Nambu mechanica
are ausaiarized in a review article by Kalnay /67/.

Kapuszik /68/ has deduced the most general form of
the (nonassociative) composition law for quantum mechanical
observablea.

•ollendorf /41/ suggests that the five conservation
laws of charge, hypercharge, baryon number and the .two
lepton numbers lead to a commutative nonassociative 24-
dimeasioaal linear algebra, each element of which being an
ordered aet of three (split) octoniona. Further he applied
octoniona to gravitation theory /69/ and outlined a bilocal
field theory with the group SO@tj4) instead of the Lorentz
group and with a ayatem of 24 coupled differential equations,
/70/.

1.2. Gunaydin-Guraay theory.

A serious atep towarda an adequate and phyaically well-
founded theory connecting the two linea of thought mentioned
above was made in recent papers by Gflnaydin and Gttrsey
/71-78, 141-143/, and others /79-81,144-153/ (see alao re-
marka in the review /82/ by B.w.Lee).

Their basic idea was a Hilbert space with octonion
scalars. (Mathematical study of this concept has been
accomplished by Goldstine, Horwitz and Biedenharn /83-85/).
If we follow the theory of observable states developed by
Birkhoff and von Neumann /86/ (the prepositional calculus
of quantum mechanics) we can only have observable states
in Hilbert spaces over associative composition algebras
(see, e.g. /87/). According to the famous Hurwitz theorem

'f (Sec. 2.2.) there are only three such algebras over the

field of real numbers - the real numbers themselves (R ),
V complex numbers (€ ) and quaternions (Q ) . The orthodox

quantum mechanics explores the Hilbert space over complex
rs. The quaternion formalism (with quaternion Hilbert



spaces) of quantum mechanics was developed by Finkelstein,

Jauch, Schlminoyitch and Speiser /88-91/ and Emch /92/. The

general hope was to introduce additional internal degrees

of freedom (isospin) by such an enlargening of the quantum-

mechanical Hilbert space, but finally Jauch proved /93/ /

that quaternionic representations of the Poincare" group

did not generate new physical states.

So, the abandoning of the associativity means the

appearance of nonobservable states* It is quite an agree-

le feature if the latest ideas and convictions about

nonobservability of quarks (quark confinement or imprison-

ment, /100, 101/) are to be taken seriously.

Also in the algebraic formulation /4/ of quantum

mechanics in terms of Jordan algebras octonion-valued ob-

servables may be treated only in a nonobservable Hilbert <

space (except the case of three degrees of freedc i). A - ;
i

field theory may be developed, where octonion fie..d , j

equations would imply dynamical relations in the obser- !

vable Hilbert eubspace, /72,73,80/. " \

In /71/ the split-octonion algebra and the related -•' I

groups S0(S) , $0(7), $2 and SU(5) are reformulated in a '
framework which explicitly exhibits the quark structure. ^ f

In /72/ a representation of the Poincare group in split- :

ootonionic Hilbert space is constructed, the SU(5) group ь

appearing as the automorphism group of the octonionic

representation leaving the complex (observable) subspace

and the scalar product invariant. As the symmetry under

this S(/(3) group cannot be broken without altering the

underlying algebraic structure, the group was identified

/73,74,77/-with the exact "colour" group $l/
c
fi)<* *b*

three-triplet quark models /96-99/; the SUc (5) nonsinglets

being unobservable while all the physical (observable)

particles are colour singlets.

In /75/ GQrsey observed that the exceptional Jordan

algebra /4/ (forming a representation of the exceptional
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froup Fif ) displays a lepton-quark structure and

that it mifht be used te describe the intrinsic charge

•pace ef particles (including also leptons). The exception-

al f reups EQ , Ef , Ef have been investigated to provide

a possibility for describing even richer intrinsic proper-

ties than celeur and charm for hadrons and perhaps also

fer leptens (especially about the groups Eft tj , see

/78,79,142, 144, 147, 153/).

Gunaydin /76/ has constructed an exceptional reali-

zation of the Lorenti group via the same exceptional Jordan

algebra. The exceptional SL(2,C) multiplets generate a

nonasseeiative algebra. Exceptional supersymmetry groups

are introduced and investigated.

In /80,81/ Casalbuoni, Domekos and Kovesi-Domokos

have investigated some basic aspects of a quantum theory

I based on the oetonionic fuark field. Physical assumptions

I abeut the structure ef the quark field algebra were simi-

| lar though not identical with those of Gursey and Gdnaydin.

I The theory also leads to a phenomenon physically equivalent

\] to quark confinement.

'•) «гешя* /148/ pointed cut that celour gauging is not

: possible in the ordinary paraquark model but is possible

in the octonio» realisation of that siodel.

1«3«Subject of the Mcesent paper and some speculations.

In this paper we investigate a nonassociative algebra

• (octonion algebra) and related mathematical structures,

bearing in the mind possible physical applications. In its

essence, it is a review and recollection of some facts

"Д relevant to the further study but we hope that some aspects
•Mi'.

f| may be new.
In Sec. 2 we give a review of the properties of

Ш octonions and quaternions. Together with the real and

P
:
 complex numbers they play a specific and essential role in
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mathematics and probably also in physical applications.

He describe the Cayley-Dickson procedure which enables a

unified construction of all modifications of quaternion

and octonion algebras. In physics, of the most successful

applications are split octonions. Finally we call attention

to the simple reflection-type modifications of the Cayley

multiplication table. In mathematical literature some of

them are used but we hope that their assembled structure

may be of some importance in mathematics (in the construc-

tion of the 16 -numbers in addition to real and complex

numbers, quaternions and octonions) as well as in physics

(description of the charge degeneration of states in an

internal space).

The modern particle physics is founded upon the quan-

tum mechanical formalism which is essentially formulable I

as "matrix mechanics", i.e. in terms of linear associative

operators. If some nonassociative algebra is to b. of some

importance in particle physics then we must have sane ge-

neralization of associative linear transformations (rep*

resentations). Some mathematical apparatus is already a-

waiting. We explore these problems in Sec. 3. He use a

simple method to get the regular bimodule representation

of an alternative algebra. The bimodule (R-L) representa- I

tion for octonions generates a Clifford algebra with 64

basic elements, 6 of them being independent generic ele- С

ments have signature -1, -1, -1, -1,-1, -1. It is remark-

able that this Clifford algebra is related with the assem-

bled structure of split octonions, the generic elements

in this case being with signatures -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1 or 5

-l
r
 -1, -1, 1, 1, 1. In the first case there occurs a re- ?--

lation with the space-time conformal group. There are also f-

some projection operators related with bimodule represent- ^

ations. The associator for octonions is represented by the

16*assembly of modifications of the octonion multiplication

table. There is a Sl/(3j invariance of associator the S(/(3)
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identifiable with the exact color symmetry.
Another bridge between the c lass ical and nonassociat-

ive formalisms i s formed by some class ical and exceptional
groups. At firs4: there is the autcmorphisn group Ц» of octonion
algebra with SCf(5) as a stationary subgroup. The group SO(8) may
be regarded as generalized automxphisn group of octonion multipli-
cation structure «here the elements of the group are represented
threefold in octonion space (triality principle!) by vector repre-
sentation and by two kinds of semispinors. The subgroup of S0($)

containing Qj> i s the group 50(7) » There are yet exceptional
groups Fifj EQ t £f} £j tightly related to octonions.

The Clifford algebra connected with octonions, projection ope-
rators related with bimcdule representations, and classical and ex-
ceptional groups with interesting application possibilities will be
treated more profoundly elsewhere. Also the Mal'tsev algebras (which
are quite direct generalizations of Lie algebras) deserve special
attention. Here we stop at bimoriile representations.

Now we cannot res i s t the temptation to exhibit our
own speculative ideas about nonassociativity in quantum
and particle physics because these ideas have lead us to
the mathematical structures explored in this paper. Our
approach was the following.

All of us know the applicability of real and complex
numbers in physics and elsewhere. I t i s just the complex

; (imaginary) unit that seems to be responsible for the
: space-time metric and the velocity of l ight may be possi-
i bly related with i t .
• The next plausible hypercomplex number system i s

Щ the noncommutative associative quaternion algebra which
й may be represented by Pauli matrices and may be intuiti-

vely related (through spin concept ) with the fundamentalш

We must clearly recognize that here relating noncossrata-
tivity with the Planck constant through the epin concept
we presume the origin of quantum effects exclusively from

1 the existence of spin. Prespin quantum theory (before
\ Goudsrait, Uhlenbeck, Pauli) can and must be founded on

spin concept only.
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constant of quantum mechanics (the Planck constant).

According to the Hurvitz theorem (8ec. 2.2) there is

yet only one hypercomplex composite division algebra, the

Cayley algebra, and a "non-ccmpact" form (split octonion

algebra) uniquely related to it. To be consistent there

must be some fundamental constant related to nonasseciati-

vity. For about half a century there exist difficulties

in quantum field theory, for overcoming of which we need

the concept of fundamental length. Can we not relate this

fundamental length with the octonion nonassociativity?

Are both these concepts somehow related to quark confine-

ment? None of these questions cannot be answered here as

yet. The present paper was aimed as a collection of pre-

liminaries for approaching these problems.

It is quite probable that cur way of applying mathe-

matical concepts to physics is too straightforward and

primitive to be right. Things may be more compl. cated.

Still we believe that there is some close connection bet-

ween exceptional (and fixed dimensional) mathematical

structures and structures of fundamental microphysics.

2. QUATERNIONS AND OCTONIONS.

Quaternions were introduced by William Hamilton in

1843, /102-104/ and octonions by Arthur Cayley /105,106/

and John Graves in 1845. These number systems were the

very first examples of hypercomplex numbers or algebras

and they have had a significant impact on mathematics.

Graves published his results (Phil. Mag. (3), 26, 320
(1845)) only after Cayley's first paper /105/ Eut he
had communicated these to Hamilton in a letter of Jan- \.i
uary 4, 1844. Hamilton is his turn communicated this [Ц
material to John Young working on similar problems. Щ
Young published his results /107/, giving the credit to 0
Graves. /(About the history see /109,110,112,128,130/). ;
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Because of their beautiful and unique properties they have

attracted many people to study and wonder at them, /108-

114,130/ with an aljsost Pythagorean belief into their fun-

damentality. The uniqueness of quaternions and octonions

finds a precise expression in the theorems of Frobenius

and Hurwitz (Sec. 2.2).

2.1» Definitions and some elementary properties.

QfiattAnZon {octonlon.) algebra may be defined as a

linear algebra over the field of real numbers К with a

general element of the form

where £. «1,2,3 for the qu.attH.nion algebra ФС , and

С «1,2,...,7 for the oztonJLon algebra £) ; here and after-
wards we assume a summation over repeating indices; ti are
the quaternion (octonion) units satisfying (in a particular
basis) multiplication rules

'о ТЬЫ

Cote - во,

where O4Y is the usual Kronecker symbol and SljK
 i e

 the

Levi-Civlta tensor for quaternions and a fully antisymmet-

ric tensor with

for octonions.

We often call the triples in (2.3) cyclt*. The most

profound characterisation of octonion units may be found

in papers by Fr«s4enthal /154/ and van der Blij /155/.

For convenience let us write the multiplication table

explicitly.
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Table 1
Multiplication table of octonion units
(Cayley's original variant)

4

esr

«7

€i

e3

e7

ei

-e3

4
-es

ен
e7

ез

-ti
-e6

-€ 7

e«r

e5

e3

e/
-e.

-e7
et

-er
«^

ê

ec

-eo
-ey

- e 3

eff
-ef,

6?
- ^

ê
-e*
«a

- e 2

ec
e6

- e f
-e»
es-

-e3

-to

e?
€6
-es-
-еч

63

ez

-ey

~e0

>,.•

R e m a r k . Further we shall deal mostly with oc-
tonions and values 1,2,.*.,7 are assumed for all indices
i»j#k,... if not mentioned otherwise. In this section we
do not specify indices and formulas may be adjusted for
both quaternions and octonions.

C o m m e n t . The definition given above relies upon
the particular set (2.3) of structure constants in (2.2)
used by Hamilton and Cayley in their original papers. These
particular definitions are also used in modern algebra
textbooks (about slight modifications of Cayley's multi-
plication table see Sec. 2.5.). Under linear transforma-
tions of the basis the structure constants transform
according to the well-known tensor law and multiplication
rules may be changed beyond recognition. Intrinsic (basis-
independent) nature of quaternions and octonions may be
understood in terms of their uniqueness.

(2.2) and (2.3) we get the commutation and anti-From

commutation rules

- 2. £

4

(2.4)

(2.5)
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and the aaoclaton.

fa, e/j ъ}= (ei tj

^ f r e t Ф^г'€^есу)ег (2<б)

The quaternion units €ij€z,€$ are anticammutative
and associative, the octonion units &?;&>•••; €7 anti-
coimutative and antiassociative, the latter property mean-
ing that (е№)4кт-ес(фк) , or {е«.,$',е*7

+
=

фу)ы>€С(фи)*0 for basic triples from (2.3).
Because of the linearity we can now calculate pro-

ducts, commutators and associators also for arbitrary qua-

ternions and octonions of form (2.1).

It jLs easy to see from (2.2) and (2.3) that the qua-

ternion algebra l£ is a subalgebra in the octonion al-
gebra Ю .

For en arbitrary quaternion_or octonion JC the con-

j'ugatt quaternion or octonion J[ may be defined as

<2-7>

the conjugation mapping JC~*X being an Involution, i.e.

Then the покт

ЩХ)=XX* XX=(xi +XiXi)tb (2.8)
may be defined for an arbitrary quaternion or octonion JC ,

and now the tnvtKiz element Х~*6(& (orО) for а Х^й
X

The norm form (2.8) is nondegenerate and positively

definite for both quaternions and octonions (over

defined by (2.1-3), and therefore every element

) has the unique inverse element ЛГ~'б£
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The algebras & and 0 are dlvUlon algtbtieu (i.e.

algebras with unique division, without zero divisors),

but they have nonisomorphic companions with degenerate and

nondefinite norm forms (Sec* 2.3.).

Speaking about division in a noncomnutative algebra

left and right quotients must be considered. Let us have

two quaternions or octonions A*3 ; ЗФО . By the defi-
nition, the lt£t quotient B\4 of A divided by 3
"from the left" is the solution of the equation

(2Л0а)

and the tight quotient A/3 of /} divided by./? "from

the right" is the solution of the equation

It is easy to see and verify that

In quaternion and octonion algebras the norm (2.8)

satisfies the decomposition property

The algebras with such property are called composition

algtbKa*. Only if N(X) is nondegenerate and definite,

(XjY)—N(XY) obeys the axioms of the scalar product. Al-

gebra is then called the noftmecf

2.2. General algebraic characteritation of quaternions and

octonions. Their uniqueness,.

The quaternion algebra щ, is a 6impli aaociatlve.

but noncommutative division algebra with involution.
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The octonion algebra 0 is a lisaplz alttAnativt and

nonaesociative division algebra with involution.

Both algebras are the nornted composition ones.

All alternative algebras are poweA-aiAociative. and so

is the octonion algebra (an algebra /7 is power-associ-

ative if for any XeA , X
n
X

in
 s Х

л + Л !
 , see /14/).

These facts may easily be inferred from the previous

section (Sec. 2.1.). For the notion of alternativity see

Sec. 3.1., as regards other general notions, terms and

facts about algebras, references to some textbooks for

example to some of /5,115-]22/ are made .

We restrict ourselves to real numbers H\, as the

basic underlying field of scalare, i.e. we shall deal only

with the algebras over JR. . Such restriction greatly

simplifies the whole picture, because, as said Hermann

Weyl /123/, really bewildering things occur not in alge-

bras themselves but in their underlying fields.

The quaternion algebra is associative and therefore

representable by matrices. We get the simplest nontrivial

representation if we choose the Pauli matrices accompanied

by the unit matrix as quaternion units* their multiplica-

tion rules exactly coincide with (2.2) for €o,€if^2)^5 •
Also a real 4-dimensional matrix representation may be
constructed.

The nonassociativity of octonions does not permit
matrix representation in usual sense. In the next section
(Sec. 3) we shall construct a "twofold" matrix represen-
tation by the regular alternative blmodulz.

And now let us give a brief sketch of uniqueness
properties.

Among the infinite set of all algebras there are some
extraordinary and unique ones - the algebra of real num-
bers, the algebra of complex numbers, the quaternion al-
gebra and the octonion algebra (the latter will also be
referred to as the Cayley algebra). Their uniqueness lies
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in some important properties shared by then and lacking

at the other algebras and it nay be expressed by the fol-

lowing theorems.

Probenius' theorem (/124/, see also /119/)t

Bach associative division algebra is isomorphic el-?

ther to the algebra of real numbers? to the algebra of

complex numbers or to the quaternion algebra.

Generalised Frobenius' theorem (Kurosh /119/)t

Each alternative division algebra is isomorphic ei-

her to the algebra of real numbers, to the algebra of

complex numbers, to the quaternion algebra or to the oe-

tonion algebra. •

Dimensions 1,2,4,8
f
 are obligatory also for nonalter-

native finite-dimensional division algebras (Bott, Milnor

/125/).

Hurwitz' theorem, /126/t

Bach normed composition algebra with a unit element

is isomorphic to one of the following algebras: to the

algebra of real numbers,, to the algebra of complex numbers,

to the quaternion algebra or to the octonion algebra. •

For elementary proofs of these theorems we refer to

the book by Kantor and Solodovnikoff, /114/. j

Here the modern formulations of the Frobenius' and I

Hurwitz* theorems ахв given. In the original papers /124,

126/ the problems were solved in terms of quadratic forms.

In 1938, Linnik /127/ proved a theorem (in terms of al-

gebras) from which both the Frobenius'and Hurwitz'theorems

followed. In terms of algebras the Hurwitz'theorem was

also proved by Albert /128/ and Dubish /129/ (see also

references in /5/, p. 73 and /112/).

2.3. The Cayley-Dickson procedure. Some modifications of ..?

quaternion and octonion algebras.- j|

Let A be an n-dimensional linear algebra over Л ft

with an identity element €o and involution a-*Cf ,
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, ЛЯеА * а+а ,
"йГ t &&tt€-fl . By the Caylty-Vickson pKoctduttt

/109,5/ we can construct a 2n-dlmensional linear algebra
В with the identity element and involution and Ad3 as

i a aubalgebra.

• The construction is the following» Let us form all

possible ordered pairs ( CLt
}
CLi ), CLi,ui€A and define

addition and multiplication by scalars componentwise, and
multiplication by the formula

The set of all pairs (0H,0Li)-= i ; GLi>Qi€A becomes a 2n-
dimensional algebra Jb over the field IK with the
identity element (to} 0 )} €Q being an identity element
of the initial algebra A (in the following the identity
element (io,O) will be denoted also by 4Q ). The ele-
ments (&}0)9 CL6A form a subalgebra /)'<=£ iso-
morphic to A • The element 4 ^(Pfto) is a special one:
&*а-НСо t and the elements 4-(Q.i,Cll) of the con-

structed algebra 3 may be represented in the form

e , (2.14)

with the multiplication determined by (2.13)t

я 3"
and with an involution ©-»• i

i - a# -Ck€ . • (2.16)
Proceeding from real numbers M\ we have at the first step
the algebras C(f4) with general elements
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l\f(c) = CC"= б"С = Xo f

Taking values M>i *±ijO, we have three number algebras:

la) complex numb ел.A £ s С(4) ;

lb) double, numb гл.6 or hplit complex питЬелл £(~f) t

lc) dual питЬгы <C(0) .

Denotation here and afterwards is not standard (it seems

that there does not exist any denotation of general use).

From (2.17) we see that only the complex number al-

gebra is the normed division algebra.

For double and dual numbers and other higher modifi-

cations, such as semiquaternions, etc., we refer to an

earlier exposition of hypercomplex numbers by Cartan and

Study in Encyclopedic. dtb Science* Uathimatlquu /130/

and to the books /131,132/ by Rosenfeld.

Starting with the complex numbers С we h ve at the

second step algebras (ft (У>Мг) with general elements

There are three nonitomorphic algebras \bl(yjHlJ s

2a) Hamilton's quattKnion* Й - fi(w *

2b) hpliX quatifinlont> or antiquatiKnioni vL\1y~ij r~

(the latter term is from /131,132/)* {

2c) AtmiquateAnioni @{f
t
0) (term from /131,132/).

At the third step, starting with quaternions, we are

lead to the algebras Ю (4) f)M}y with general elements
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(2.19)

We here 3 noniacmarphic algebras 0(1,1}Ji%) •-

3a) Cayl«y«s octonlonb

3b) 4p££C ОС^ОИ-СОПА ОГ

Эс) itmioctonionb (0(4,1,0) .

At «ach step l)-3) we have a division algebra

a split algebra ( уи = -/ ) and an algebra with nilideal

( ft*0 ).
la general, after three steps we have for the Cayley-

Dickson algebras 0(/Ч/О,/*з) the followinf wultiplica-

tion table, /5/j see p. 22.

Pro» this table we can easily specify the multipli-

cation rules for the above mentioned algebras la) - 3c).

The norm forms for general algebras C(MI)

and О (fli,/*Z,f*i) are the following:

(2.20a)

xi +j4 x} -hfn MI tfLi/ii x}+ ( 2 . 2 0 c )

'• I
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The problem of isomorphism may be tackled by the fol-
lowing theorem (quoted by Jacobson in /133/):

Two Cayley-Dickeon algebras OCpht-*-)]1*) and

are isomorphic if their bilinear forms Q(}l) - £[,N
-N(X)-N(?)] are equivalent. •

In particular, the algebras ^(f*-O)j*-1 - i ^ O are
the only three nonisomorphic algebras among the algebras

С (fit) , eo are the algebras ^.("ff/i$)j/il=l/,0 among

the algebras (Q. (4,Цг) and the algebras O ^ ^ M ^

-1,0 among the algebras Ofyj^MiJ

At each step in the Cayley-Dickson process we had

only one normed division algebra. The normed division al-

gebras allowed by Frobenius* and Hurwitz' theorems are

exhausted after the first three steps. It is also easy to

verify that the Cayley-Dickson procedure gives alternative

algebras only if the initial algebra is an associative one.

2.4. Idempotents, split octonions and Zorn's representation.

The division and split octonion algebras have some

differences which may characteristically be expressed in

terms of idvnpottntl (by definition, an element Ц.ФО is

idempotent, if U
2
» U ?. At first let us recall briefly

some general results.

Any finite-dimensional power-associative algebra

which is not a nilalgebra contains an idempotent (JL^-0

(/5/, p. 32).

The idempotents Ui)UiJ...tU.m€fl (arbitrary algebra)
are called раЛкшЛлг orthogonal in case UClL =0 for

*V fy-4*'->
n
 • *a idempotent ueft is called

if there do not exist orthogonal idempotents

1 W s O ) so that U-»tr-t
/
W . In a finite-

dimensional algebra A , any idempotent may be written

as a sum of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents.

By the technique of idempotents and Pierce decompo-
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sitions lorn /134,135/ investigated the general structure
©£ simple alternative algebra*. Bis results may be summa-
rised as follows.

Finite-dimensional simple alternative algebra with a
dtcompotltton o( Mtmtltf 4• Uf ̂Uzt^Mim Кы,

ш
И£ ;

илШ*О , tty'j *#/ • 4j2/—)0l , 1Т)&Ъ is associative. -
y

(lorn /134/i /5/, p. 51).

Finite-dimensional simple alternative nonassoclative

algebra with 4- U1+U& ; U
4i
Ut being orthogonal primi-

• '-?• idempotents, is the split octonion algebra. (/134/;

/5/, p. 52).

In the case of /77*/ the identity element is a prim-

itive idempotent and the algebra under consideration (fi-

nite dimensional simple alternative algebra) is the Cayley

division algebra. (/134/i /S/, p. 5€,c
These three theorems exhaust the problem.
Let us illustrate the situation by a direct Lsxvesti-

gation of the idempotents of the Cayley division and split
octonion algebras. Applying the condition U**U to ge-
neral octonion (2.1) we get the most general form of idem-
potent, it is an octonion U*Uc€e+Ui4f + ,.t +Uf€?-
with tte*-£- , UiUi -~tj » l*4,lr..,1- г sum-
mation I It is impossible to satisfy the latter condition

for the division algebra and therefore the only idempotent

is the identity 4& €Q (in accordance with the results
reviewed). In the case of split octonion algebra the second r>
condition is af+Ui+u} -14%—Itf-ltf-
which may be satisfied choosing, e.g^U^U^,
The identity element may be decomposed as i — Ef+Ez. "itii

a particular choice £ f ~ f"'• "̂  T ̂  ^ •••* T^*" »
— % &4 -,., — •£ €? . The elements E/^Ez «^e «его
divisors t E1E2.—O .

Split octonions may be obtained from the Cayley di-

vision algebra, multiplying the units €y, €?, €(t €+ by
an imaginary unit С commuting with all octonion units.
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The new units to=€o, ty=€iy ••• }<4~lt4 }
 e5-t-*f}

satisfy the multiplication rules for split octonions, ob-
tained from table 2 setting / * f W t fiz~^ t /*5S"^ .
It may be said the Cayley division algebra and split oc-
tonion algebra are the two nea,l io*mt> or ^ complex oc-
tonion algebfia (Q&d? .

Zorn /132/ proved that the split octonion algebra
may be represented by a special vector-matrix algebra
[ViktoKmatAizen&ybtem) over j\ . (About this represent-
ation-eee also /71,133,135,156/).

We here give a brief presentation of the construction.
• Let us consider a set elements ("vector-matrices") of

the following form

(2.21)

where oCjfi € R and CLj Ь 6 \§ , the latter being a 3-

dimensional vector space over Щ, • This set of "vector-

matrices" becomes an algebra if addition and multiplica-

tion by scalars from Bi are defined componentwise and

the multiplication operation by the following formula

«a'-tb'a-ext')
' a/ /

 (2#22)

where d*i and dXv denote the scalar, and vector

products of vectors from r§ . •

The split octonion units with multiplication table 2

(where /k-y*^4i=s-yk3=
<
/ ) may be represented by the fol-

lowing vectorHmatrices

(2.23)
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•'•«•*»'•

where the connection with the Gflnaydin-GSreey /71-74/
split units UojtlfjU^Ui (i=4,2,3) is also indicated. These
latter units have the multiplication table where zero di-
visors are explicitly presented:

Table 3

Multiplication table of split octonion units
(Gursey-Gfinaydin /71-74/).

u.

Ho

Ui

Uo

0

0

0

u*
UQ

4

0

0

£ij< ut

-§ut

i
0

"I
грик

Ш
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Here Suft is the usual antieynunetric tensor vith

From papers /71-74/ we have an impressive example ex-

hibiting the physical fitness of zero divisors and idem-

potents (it is specially noted also by Sommerfeld in his

book /157/). Following the octonion quark field construc-

tion (for example, in /73/) everyone experiences the advan-

tages of the split algebra. Zero divisors enable to project

or split out some parts from many-component entities.

2.5. Modifications of the Cayley multiplication table.

As we have already mentioned, the structure constants

of a given linear algebra may be specified up to nonsingu-

lar linear transformation of the basic units. However,

there are some particular simple modifications of the

Cayley multiplication table (Table 1, p. 14 ) that appear

very fruitful for several purposes (especially for writ-

ing out generators for some classical groups. Sec. 4 ) .

These simple modifications confine themselves to the

changes of signs (reflections) of some octonion units.

This is connected with nonunigueness of the definition of

the antisymmetric tensor Sun, in (2.2-3). The signs for

CijK. may be arbitrarily chosen only for 4 cycles (c/K),

then the other 3 are uniquely determined. So there are 16

such modifications of octonion multiplication tables. On

the other hand, each combination of reflections (^,'->-&!

for some С ) is equivalent to some choice of signs for

In Appendix I we present all the 16 modifications of

;A the Cayley multiplication table, the corresponding posi-

f| tive cycles are separately tabulated. The Cayley original

i| table (Table 1 on p. 14 ) is 0, the invtKtt table (all
Si*cycles inversed., i.e. with inversed signs) is 0 , the other

pairs of mutually inversed tables are «t
r
l| 2,2; ...; 7,7*

In the literature about octonions we have net the

If following multiplication tables:
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Cayley /105,106/, Kantor-Solodovnikofff /114/, Kurosh /119/,
Linnik /111/, Penney /38,41/, Siglane /63/; it ia the orig-
inal Cayley table;

de Voa /56/ (modification 7);

3) till = -^3 ; tit4*Z?} €lt4 * - & ; £
Cartan /158/ , Freudenthal /154/ (modification 2);

4)
Ticmno /35/ (modification 4);

5) е/вг гг3/ е^^ег, titH'tQ titHt^
Buaemann /159/ (modification T).

6) « f € i * € 3 ; €/<y»€r; « ^ ; 9

Paia /33/, Gunaydin-Guraey /71/, Sagle /156/ (mod Ification
7). More precisely, we get modification table 7 f_rom the
GSraey-GQnaydin table in a real basie (for diviaion alge-
bral) by an exchange €$- <"* €f .

3. REPRESENTATIOtT PROBLPi.

3.1, The octonion algebra aa an alternative algebra.

The Cayley algebra О is a simple alternative al-

gebra. By definition, an algebra A ia eULttKn&tbit if

the following Lt.it and Klqkt alttKnatlvlty condition» are

satisfiedt

or in terms of aaaociatora (2.6)t

An alternative algebra also may be defined aa an al-

gebra in which all aubalgebras generated by two elements
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are associative. Then the alternativity conditions (3.1)

or (Э.1
1
) follow as consequences (Artin'a theorem, see

e.g. /5,119,0.

Eqs. (3.1•) may be "linearised*t

we then get the "true" alternativity of the associatest

where rX
t
 nj

y
 nt denotes the permutation of the elements

Л/У/3" i £ * ± У , depending on the parity of the perm-

utation.

If the characteristics of the basic underlying field

is not two then (3.2) define an alternative algebra, /274/.

So here we are allowed to use freely this form of alter-

nativity condition.

R e m a r k . It must be mentioned that in defining
relations (3.2) the elements Х,Ч,Ь occur "linearly",
i.e. each element once. Then it ̂ suffices to superimpose
conditions (3.2) only for the basic units €£ , for the
general elements X*Xc€£ , 4**/]€/ , £«&*£« it
follows automatically. It is not *во in the case of "non-
linear" defining relations (3.1) or (3.1

1
), where one and

the same element occurs twice.

For an exact notion of simplicity we refer to /S/,

for a general notion of the representation of nonasso-

ciative algebras, to /136-139)5/. In this section, we de-

rive a "twofold" (bimodule) representation directly from

the alternativity condition, as it is at times done in the

case of the associative algebras, deducing the matrix rep-

resentation directly from the associativity condition. For

the sake of completeness and clarity we at first discuss

breafly also the associative case.
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3.2. "Naive* approach to matrix representation for an as-
sociative algebra.

For an associative algebra A the associativity
condition for the basic units €ij£z) »»>€h also implies
the associativity for the whole algebra, i.e. for the gen-
eral elements X~Xlti , i^if2,»>} П . Then the asso-

ciativity condition means simply

/4*,...,л, (з.з)

where /7 is the dimension of the algebra under consider-

ation. Using the AtAactatit constant* C
t
y defined by

Zitj = Ctj *K , (3.4)

б о
we can rewrite (3.3) in the form

and consequently

^ f - S .S - Г

(3.5)

Here in Sees. 3.2. and 3.3. all the indices have values

4jZj,,.fn and summation over repeating indices is as

sumed.

Now the right hand side of (3.5) may be interpreted

as a product of two matrices C& and C/fc , where Г is

the column index and S the row index for the first ma-

trix» and /* is the row index and К the column index

for the second matrix (i щ. for these matrices tht mpptti

Indtx лл the кот indtx and tht Atcond towvi Jindtx Ы tkt

column Indtx):

and the indices с and J specify different matrices. щ

The left hand side of (3.5) may be interpreted as the §

matrices [Cf)% multiplied by the structure constants ;'
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I
• 11

So from (3.3) we have got the Ktgulafi ma.tA.Lx

tlon toe the associative basic units €i t

(3.6)

and also for the general elements

A .
C of the algebra

'$1
1

3.3. 'Matrix* (binodule) representatiob from alternativitv.

Now let us proceed analogously to the case of an al-

ternative algebra. Here, for the basic units we cannot

start from (3.1) because these equations involve only two

different elements and are too poor for determining a rep-

resentation.

Let us start with a fragment of (3.2):

Then

and introducing structure constants

с* cf
K
 + (ckC$ -Сл с}

Interpreting here also the structure constants Си with
fixed С as matrices, we get

, ej
}
 и} + Ucj ек, ej] =o. 0.7)

where

** \Г
(3.9)

Щ
Щ
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etc. We call K^ljr *h* iwmt representation, obviously

cJ/C = CKi = ( С * ^ . (3.10)

Formula (3.8) i s a fundamental one. Representing

€i —* (C<// *• c a n 8 e e ***** t n e nonassociativity i s meas-
ured by the commutator-like term on the le f t hand side of
(3.8). I t also becomes clear that we do not manage only
with It ""* (@t)j , we obligatorily must have an accompa-
nying representation €t* -* (Cjjj •

In fac t we have got the льдиЛал fitpA.tAe.ntcuU.on (R,L)
of the alternative algebra л with structure constants
(3.4) by an alttft.nat4.ve. blmodu.lt /137-139,5/ where the
operators Rx)Lx > X€-n (light and Lt{t multiplication*)
are defined respectively by U-*4X and «-»XV ,

Уу£# . Our tC-*(cc)'f is the Itit xtgulal лерле-
депзд&соп and ^t'-* ^ )f the night Ktgulafi KtpKthtn-
tation,

Eqe. (3.8) may be written (tUnohhq (

[]
From

and

(3.12)

we get respectively (3.13b,c) which together with (3.8•)

form the btuic tquation* (3.13) for the regular left (L)

and right (R) representations*

КЦ Lj + [Ц Rj] = e& L

RcRj +№, Lj] - ЩЯл
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Prom these Egs. we can deduce all the other equations fol-

lowing from (3.7), (3.11) and (3.12) by index permutations.

Among them we find some quite interesting relations:

LlLj +LjU •((& +CJC)LK , (3.14a)

RiRi +/?/& - ( c $ + c.?)RK, (з.мы
LiU -hfijki = CS(LIC+8K)4 (3.14C)

LjLi + RiQi = tjc (U +R*).
 (3

.i4d)

In the case of associative algebras we have

a) from \l(,lj,tK}*0 U

b) fnm f*,y,e;}«0

о / f A y
We can see that [L)U,]-[LpftJ^O and we therefore

have quite a normal matrix representation.

Eqs. (3.13) may be laid into foundation of the gener-

al representation theory /136-139/. Let V be a vector

space over some field F . A biKtpKtitntation (S,T) or

bimodule. H.tpie.6e.nta£Lon of an alternative algebra is
a pair of linear mappings X -* S* r X —> 7д of/) into

the algebra L(V/ of all linear transformations on У

satisfying

The representation space V , in which linear transforma

tions QT act, is turned into an alt ел native. bJUnodu.lt.
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by the following definitions

$
A
,r

x
eL(v).

Every alternative algebra A over г hae a repre

sentation, particularly the regular representation con-

structed above.

Then there is a correspondence /jj *"* Z_x / "* *~*

where LX/Rx are te.it and light multiplication

respectively:

3.4. An example - regular representation of the octonion

algebra.

It is easy to write regular birepresentation matrices

explicitly using (3.9) within fixed multiplication table.

But it is still easier to write these matrices immediately

from the division table.* (Tables 4a,b; p. 35).

Por example, *</tj tor Krf=4j2
r
-
}
7} K.+J may

be written 4&/e/ = -*Aj = - C i ti « ... from (2.2))

... • - MI ei - - eiKJ€i L ei/Ktc* c% ec =(a)fei.
If Kai* , then (
have М ^ - С Й г - C U s - - / ), and €</бс

Finally e.Ao = f»e* « Си ее»(k)c e
c
.

Now we see that the division table ^к/ti (K,I -

-0,/,...,?- ) is the 8x8 table (d)j €i (in fact
there is no summation over i because the structure con-
stants С if for fixed t̂ j are different from zero only

for one value of i ), so we can immediately write the

left representation matrix Li = (Ci) from the (right) di-

vision table €K/€J taking from it the coefficients at
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ш

I

Division tables for octonion units

e/c/g/ Table 4a

ec

ft
ej

*V

e<

в
С

e0

ti
ei
e$
e v

ft

e?

-ei

во
€з

-*z
e?

-ft
^t

ft
-e*
-ез
e0

e/
€e

^7

-ev

e 3
-ft

-ey

^7
-ft

-e^

e*
-ev
-er
-ft
-ft

-er
^

- e 7
e«

-e*
^©

-ез
ft

и;
u~

ft
-ft
e 7

ev
- e r

-ft
€з
€o

e7
-er
-ft
*r
ev

-ез
- e 2

•

Table 4b

to
€/

ft
ê
ev
es
ft
e?

e0

e0
ti

tt

e«
es-
e«
e7

ey
-e/
ec

- e 3
ez

- &

e2
-ег
e*
e*

- e f

-^
- e 7

ev

€з
-e*
-ег
е-/
e0

-ft
ft

v̂

?•

ev
-e?

e»
ft
e 7

e e

- e 4

-ft
- e $

г
•a

-fiy

e 7

-ft
ei

e*

ft
"ft
"ft
-ev
er
ft

-ft

e/

r

e 7

- e 7

e c

-ft

e 3

ft
-ey

•
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the units 6(" and preserving the row-column numeration.

Analogously from the division table ^'\€& we have

*A€/c — (Ct- Jj €i t so we can immediately write the

right representation matrix Ri -(Сч) from the (left) di-

vision table €j\ ZK , taking from it the coefficients

at the units li . For illustration let us write out the

matrices LifKi , p. 35; full tables in Appendix IIA,B.

Finally, let us remark that for a mutually inversed

pair of the multiplication tables 0 and 0 (as also

for the other pairs) the right and left division tables

are reciprocal: the table €;/бк for 0 coincides with
V^f I *

foT<sj0 a n d ** \ € / f o r 0 coincides with
J

3.5. Representation of an associator by different multi-

plication tables.

Let us investigate the associator j £tj6/4fcj> <^a^...f"

of the octonion units. Let H be fixed for a moment, we

denote it by ф , /C=/
/
2
/
...

/̂
' . Then the terms (t№)4&

and {(Tl/Cftd)
 т&

У
 b e

 regarded as some peculiar "products"

of ti and €#' . In terms of structure constants these

"products" may be expressed as follows:

there is summation over ft S and /̂ J * Qt
The "multiplication tables" for the "products"

and И.{%1%ф) differ exactly in the same way as does the

Cayley multiplication table for octonion units from the

k-th modification (see Table I in Appendix I; all С if in

(3.18) and (3.19) are from the Cayley table, i.e. from the

modification 0).
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So we can «rite that

С/ф * CCj Сгф , (3.20)

hi blwhere the subscript8 in parenthesis below the structure

constants indicate their belonging to the multiplication

table ( Us. 4,1,
t
..,^ ).

Now we may write

an< for arbitrary octonions У * 4j tij

x z/=
Every term AZ~XX belongs to some 6-subspace

(fro* where the oc ton ion units €cj l/C are left out;
this property may easily be traced comparing the multi-
plication tables 0 and К ). This 6-subspace is the

action arena for the group $Щ$) , the automorphism group

of octonions when one of the oc ton ion units €if £ZJ*»J fy
is fixed (in our case the fixed unit is IK ). SU&) is
stationary subgroup in
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APPENDICES

In APPENDICES we present 16 modifications of the
original octonion multiplication tables (Appendix I) and
L-, R-matrices of the regular (adjoint) bimodule repre-
sentation for all these modifications (Appendix I I ) .

The origin of these modifications was discussed in
Sec. 2.5 (p. 2 7 ) . Now at first let us write positive cyc-
les for all modifications (for 0-modification they are
already given by (2.3), p. 1 3 ) .

Positive cycles for modifications

0 123 145 176 246 257 347 365

1 123 145 176 26£ 275_ 37£ 356_

2 123 15£ 167_ 246 257 374 356

3 123 15£ 167 26£ 275_ 347 365

4 132. 145 167_ 246 275_ 3*7 356_

5 132 145 16_7 26± 257 374_ 365

6 132_ 15£ 17* 246 275_ 37_£ 365

7 132 15£ 176 26£ 257 347 356

0 13_2 15£ 167_ 26£ 275_ 37£ 356_
1 132_ 15£ 167_ 246 257 347 365

2 132. 1 Л 5 1 7 6 £6£ 275_ 347 365
3 13_i I 4 5 176 246 257 37£ 356_
% 123 15£ 176 ?64 257 374_ 365
5 123 154_ 176 246 275_ 347 3516
? 123 145 167 26± 257 347 356
7 123 145 167 2*6 275 374 365
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In tables of Appendix I there are given changes of
signs in the "basic" multiplication rules £*£<: = €.4 ,

ti*.n •» «5- , е*е* •• ее , егвц - e? i these
changes are in 1-1 correspondence with those of positive
cycles/ and may also be obtained by suitable reflections
of basic units ^ij^Zy/^7* For example, we can take basic
multiplication rules 6/в.г г -6з * €I€H =• -€$" t

eze*, = - вб , eje* ж €7 (modification 7), then
positive cycles are 132, 154, 176, 26±, 257, 347, 356
(changes compared witK~0-modification cycles are under-
lined). This modification may also be obtained by the
reflections £/ -* -e/ , e* -9 -вб / or by €2 ~* -^2 '
65- -»-3r # or by e$ -» -ез , ец -* - e«

In tables of Appendix I we write out only the multi-
plication table for 0-modification. In the rest of the
tables we only hatch the "boxes" where signs at product
units are reversed compared with 0-modification (Cayley
table).

In Appendix II we write out L-matrices (Table A) and
R-matrices (Table B) of the regular bimodule representation
of octonions (Sec. 3.4) for the modifications 0, 1, ...,7.
For 0-modification (Cayley table) they may be obtained
directly from Tables 4a,b (p. 35). As mentioned on p. 36,
for mutually reversed pair of multiplication tables the
right and left division tables are reciprocal: the table
ec /€i for k-th modification ( К «0,1,...,7) coincides

with a€j\t,i for the modification к. and v-cce
(Th d i f i i h thi i i i h h

j
(The modifications have their origin in the changes of po-
sitive cycles. Reversing all cycles for K-th modification
we obtain the modification К . From the right or left
division tables for k-th modification we have L- or li-
ma trices. The transition L--> R means the change of order
of factors and due to the anticommutativity it is equi-
valent to the reversion of all cycles in k-th modification,
i.e. to К -9 к ). Therefore we dj> not write out L- or R-
matrices for the modifications К ( \ =0,1,,..,7). For
example, the matrix L. for modification 7 is the matrix
R. for modification 2. л л л

We write the symbols Li
t
Lz

r
-> *-/ and Ki,RZ)-,f<7

only to the left of the left column of tables II A, B. The
numbers CJ on the left in other columns indicate that the
correspondig matrix may be obtained as a product Li Li
(or RiRj ), where Lc,Lj (or /?,',#/ ) are i- (or^-)
matrices* of 0-modif ication. (j
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APPENDIX I. Octonion multiplication tables (Sec. 2.5)

I:
к
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APPENDIX IIA.

о

L-matrices of the regular bimodule rep-
/ 2 "3
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APPENDIX IIB. R-matrices of the regular bimodule rep-
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О НЕАССОЦИАТИВНОСТИ В ФИЗИКЕ И ОКТОНИОНАХ

КЭЛИ-ГРБЙВСА.

Математическое введение

Л.Свртсепп, Я.Лыхмус

Р е з ю м е

Статья представляет собой обзор о некоторых неассо-

циативных закономерностях в физик* и о применении теории

неассоциативных алгебр (в частности, алгебры октонионов)

в квантовой физике частиц. Дано математическое описание

гиперкомплексной алгебры октонионов, рассмотрена проблема

представлений. Подробнее изучено регулярное бимодульное

представление октонионов. Библ. 159 назв., 8 табл.
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